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BAGUS Project is now aXis BAGUS Project

Greetings from the Leaders

I am very pleased that we can extend and
develop furthermore the SATREPS BAGUS project
as a new JST aXis (Accelerating Social
Implementation for SDGs achievement) project
and with a new title, aXis BAGUS project. One of
the most blessed point of the new project is that
we can confirm the effectiveness and accuracy of
the methods for Steam-Spot detection
developed by the SATREPS project through an
actual drilling survey.
For large decrease of carbon dioxide emission, promotion of the utilization of geothermal power is needed. The
new project aims to develop technologies for locating accurately a suitable portion, a Steam Spot for drilling a
production well for geothermal power generation from the ground surface using a combination of remote
sensing, geochemistry, mineralogy, and numerical simulation. The Patuha geothermal field, West Java,
Indonesia is selected as a study area, and the research will be advanced in collaboration with the ITB team
including ITB, Geo Dipa Energi, CMCGR* and other collaborators. Research contents include 3D fracture
modeling using high-precision topographic data, radon concentration measurement at many shallow drilling
points, estimations of reservoir temperature and fluid origin by water and gas geochemistry, simulation for fluid
flow and specification of liquid or vapor rich zones, and potential-map production of Steam-Spot existence by
integrating these results using geostatistical methods.
Exploration drilling sites are narrowed down to two based on subsurface resistivity distribution by
electromagnetic survey at high potential zones. The existence of Steam Spot potential is verified through
temperature, pressure, and mineralogical data obtained by the drillings down to about 500 m depth
(tentative). Social implementation of the research result will contribute to a large increase of geothermal
power generation by reducing resource-exploration cost.
The aXis BAGUS project was officially started in April 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic has already been
prevalent. Because of this, the Kyoto University team has still been unable to visit ITB and Patuha and we
cannot predict when the field visits and the joint survey can become possible. Although the situation is not
favorable to us at all, we hope that we can advance the SATREPS BAGUS project and obtain excellent research
achievements. In addition, I appreciate deeply the great effort and sincere collaboration of the ITB team for
proceeding with the project under this situation.

Katsuaki Koike (Leader of aXis BAGUS project, Professor of Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University)
Sudarto Notosiswojo (Project Director of Indonesia team, Professor of Faculty of Mining and Petroleum
Engineering, ITB)

aXis BAGUS - Accuracy Improvement and
Demonstration by Boring Survey of Steam-Spot
Detection Technology for Locating Drilling Sites of
Geothermal ProductionWells -

*CMCGR: Center for Mineral, Coal and Geothermal Resources, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources
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BAGUS Project appeared in JST's 2020 SATREPS brochure's main pages. Below is a snippet of the article.
See full information on the following page: 
https://www.jst.go.jp/global/english/public/shiryo/satreps_brochure_e_web.pdf
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Research Activity Progress
Due to COVID-19, both the ITB and Kyoto University (KU) teams experience severe limitations on their research
activities. KU team cannot make fields visits and laboratory works at ITB has been adjusted to comply with the
COVID-19 health protocols. Foreign travels, although recently has been conditionally permitted again, the aXis
BAGUS project coordinator and KU researchers cannot visit Indonesia yet due to restriction on foreign travel by
Kyoto University.
For the time being, the ITB team has been continuously carrying out the research despite some restrictions. ITB
has come to an agreement with PT Geo Dipa Energi (GDE) to allow ITB researchers to enter the Patuha site for
field research anytime.

Maintaining
coordination via online
meetings

to check the drilling machine and
equipment to be used for the temperature core hole
(TCH) drilling survey at Patuha.
ITB and CMCGR team was invited by GDE to have
coordination meeting at Ciwidey on August 18th-19th,
2020 to discuss the criteria to define the two TCH
drilling sites at Patuha. A site visit to follow up the
meeting was conducted as well to check the location
of water supply resources.
On October 28th-29th, 2020, the ITB Team conducted
a TEM (Transient Electromagnetic) survey at the two
locations of TCH sites (TCH-A and TCH-B). The target
of this survey is to get the images of subsurface
structures which may contribute to a permeability
zone of hot steam flow.
In order to facilitate ITB team in the field research,
the KU team is providing a drone and another RAD7
machine. The two equipment will be shipped from
Kyoto and available in Bandung in November onward.
The aXis BAGUS team is aiming to finalize drilling work
the latest in February 2021.

Location of TCH-A Water supply for TCH-A

Water supply for TCH-BLocation of TCH-B

On August 6th, 2020, ITB and GDE team had a coordination meeting in the CMCGR office and visited their
workshop
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Recent Paper/Journal Acceptance
We are delighted to announce another paper acceptance by aXis BAGUS team.
Titled "Integration of Thermal Infrared and Synthetic Aperture Radar Images to
Identify Geothermal Steam Spots Under Thick Vegetation Cover" by Dr. Eng.
Asep Saepuloh, Mohamad Nur Heriawan, Ph.D, along with Mr. Rezky Heidi
Saputro from Batam Indonesia Free Zone Authority (BIFZA) and Mrs.
Dwiyogarani Malik from Star Energy Geothermal (Wayang Windu) Ltd., the
paper was publised in Natural Resources Research, Official Journal of the
International Association for Mathematical Geosciences. See more:
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11053-020-09754-9
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